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The economic literature on international migration
interests policymakers as well as academics
throughout the social sciences. These volumes, the
first of a new subseries in the Handbooks in
Economics, describe and analyze scholarship
created since the inception of serious attention
began in the late 1970s. This literature appears in
the general economics journals, in various field
journals in economics (especially, but not
exclusively, those covering labor market and human
resource issues), in interdisciplinary immigration
journals, and in papers by economists published in
journals associated with history, sociology, political
science, demography, and linguistics, among others.
Covers a range of topics from labor market
outcomes and fiscal consequences to the effects of
international migration on the level and distribution of
income – and everything in between. Encompasses
a wide range of topics related to migration and is
multidisciplinary in some aspects, which is crucial on
the topic of migration Appeals to a large community
of scholars interested in this topic and for whom no
overviews or summaries exist
In the Handbook of Public Economics, vol. 5, top
scholars provide context and order to new research
about mechanisms that underlie both public finance
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theories and applications. These fundamental
subjects follow the recent, steady movement away
from rational decision-making and toward more
personalized approaches to tax generation and
expenditure, especially in terms of the use of
psychological methods and financial incentives.
Closely scrutinized subjects include new research in
empirical (instead of theoretical) public finance, the
methods for measuring taxes (both in revenue
generation and expenditure), and the roles that taxes
play in specific settings, such as emerging
economies, urban settings, charitable giving, and
among political entities (cities, counties, states,
countries). Contributors look at both the "tax" and
"expenditure" sides of public finance, emphasizing
recent influences that psychology and philosophy
have exerted in economics with articles on
behavioral finance, charitable giving, and dynamic
taxation. To a field enjoying rapid growth, their
articles bring context and order, illuminating the
mechanisms that underlie both public finance
theories and applications. Editor Raj Chetty is the
recipient of the 2013 John Bates Clark Medal from
the American Economic Association Focuses on
new approaches to both revenue generation and
expenditures in public finance Presents coherent
summaries of subjects in public economics that
stretch from methodologies to applications Makes
details about public economics accessible to
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scholars in fields outside economics
Economists examine the genesis of technological
change and the ways we commercialize and diffuse
it. The economics of property rights and patents, in
addition to industry applications, are also surveyed
through literature reviews and predictions about
fruitful research directions. Two volumes, available
as a set or sold separately Expert articles consider
the best ways to establish optimal incentives in
technological progress Science and innovation, both
their theories and applications, are examined at the
intersections of the marketplace, policy, and social
welfare Economists are only part of an audience that
includes attorneys, educators, and anyone involved
in new technologies
Bringing together contributions from international
experts working at the cutting edge of research the
handbook reflects recent rapid advances in both
theory and practice. The Handbook of International
Macroeconomics d is an essential resource for
advanced undergraduate and postgraduate
students.
This second volume of the Handbook of International
Tradefocuses on the economic and legal analysis of
international lawsand institutions as they impact
trade. Containing chapters written by both economic
and legal scholars,this volume encourages crossdiscipline discussion with writingthat is accessible to
those approaching the material from anybackground.
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Central issues to those studying international trade
areaddressed, including: labor, environmental rights,
and preferential tradeagreements antitrust policy
patent rights trade liberalization foreign direct
investment.
ÔVolume Two of the International Handbook on the
Economics of Corruption presents a comprehensive,
detailed, and in-depth analysis of corruption as well
as its economic and policy implications. . . It will be a
valuable resource not only for experts and students
of corruption studies, but also for public officials,
NGO employees, and scholars of economic and
political development throughout the world.Õ Ð
Ararat L. Osipian, Journal of Economic Issues A
companion volume to the International Handbook on
the Economics of Corruption published in 2006, the
specially commissioned papers in Volume Two
present some of the best policy-oriented research in
the field. They stress the institutional roots of
corruption and include new research on topics
ranging from corruption in regulation and
procurement to vote buying and private firm payoffs.
Understanding the consequences of corrupt
transactions requires one to know what is being
bought with a bribe and how the behavior of public
and private actors has been affected. The
contributors therefore emphasize how the economic
analysis of corruption must take account of the
broader context within which bribery and self-dealing
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operate. Several chapters offer new approaches to
empirical research on corruption that range from
individual-level data to the macro-economy.
Chapters with an explicit policy focus deal with the
efficacy of anti-corruption agencies, multistakeholder initiatives, red flag warning systems and
international conventions. This cutting-edge work will
be an unmatched resource for scholars and students
of corruption, professionals in international aid and
finance organizations, and scholars and
professionals with more general interests in
economic and political development.
International trade has, for decades, been central to
economic growth and improved standards of living
for nations and regions worldwide. For most of the
advanced countries, trade has raised standards of
living, while for most emerging economies, growth
did not begin until their integration into the global
economy. The economic explanation is simple:
international trade facilitates specialization,
increased efficiency and improved productivity to an
extent impossible in closed economies. However,
recent years have seen a significant slowdown in
global trade, and the global system has increasingly
come under attack from politicians on the right and
on the left. The benefits of open markets, the
continuation of international co-operation, and the
usefulness of multilateral institutions such as the
World Trade Organization (WTO), the International
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Monetary Fund and the World Bank have all been
called into question. While globalization has had a
broadly positive effect on overall global welfare, it
has also been perceived by the public as damaging
communities and social classes in the industrialized
world, spawning, for example, Brexit and the US exit
from the Trans-Pacific Partnership. The purpose of
this volume is to examine international and regional
preferential trade agreements (PTAs), which offer
like-minded countries a possible means to continue
receiving the benefits of economic liberalization and
expanded trade. What are the strengths and
weaknesses of such agreements, and how can they
sustain growth and prosperity for their members in
an ever-challenging global economic environment?
The Handbook is divided into two parts. The first,
Global Themes, offers analysis of issues including
the WTO, trade agreements and economic
development, intellectual property rights, security
and environmental issues, and PTAs and developing
countries. The second part examines regional and
country-specific agreements and issues, including
NAFTA, CARICOM, CETA, the Pacific Alliance, the
European Union, EFTA, ECOWAS, SADC, TTIP,
RCEP and the TPP (now the CPTPP), as well as the
policies of countries such as Japan and Australia.
What new theories, evidence, and policies have shaped
health economics in the 21st century? Editors Mark
Pauly, Thomas McGuire, and Pedro Pita Barros
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assemble the expertise of leading authorities in this
survey of substantive issues. In 16 chapters they cover
recent developments in health economics, from medical
spending growth to the demand for health care, the
markets for pharmaceutical products, the medical
workforce, and equity in health and health care. Its global
perspective, including an emphasis on low and middleincome countries, will result in the same high citations
that made Volume 1 (2000) a foundational text. Presents
coherent summaries of major subjects and
methodologies, marking important advances and
revisions. Serves as a frequently used non-journal
reference. Introduces non-economists to the best
research in health economics.
What guidance does academic research really provide to
economic policy development? The critical and analytical
surveys in this volume investigate links between policies
and outcomes by surveying work from broad
macroeconomic policies to interventions in microfinance.
Asserting that there are no universal correspondences
between policies and outcomes, contributors
demonstrate instead that only an intense familiarity with
the development context and the universe of applicable
economic models can generate successful policies.
Getting cause-and-effect right is essential for policy
design and implementation. With the goal of drawing
researchers and policy makers closer, this volume
highlights our increasing understanding of ways to
combine economic theorizing with careful, thoughtful
empirical work. * Presents an accurate, self-contained
survey of the current state of the field * Summarizes the
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most recent discussions, and elucidates new
developments * Although original material is also
included, the main aim is the provision of comprehensive
and accessible surveys
This handbook organizes chapters by sets of policies
that are important components of discussions about how
to facilitate development. In each chapter, authors
identify and discuss the relevant theoretical and
empirical literature that describes the fundamental
problems that the policies seek to remedy or ameliorate,
as well as the literature that evaluates the effects of the
policies. It presents an accurate, self-contained survey of
the current state of the field. It summarizes the most
recent discussions, and elucidates new developments.
Although original material is also included, the main aim
is the provision of comprehensive and accessible
surveys
Handbook of International EconomicsElsevier
This Handbook adopts a traditional definition of the
subject, and focuses primarily on the explanation of
international transactions in goods, services, and assets,
and on the main domestic effects of those transactions.
The first volume deals with the "real side" of international
economics. It is concerned with the explanation of trade
and factor flows, with their main effects on goods and
factor prices, on the allocation of resources and income
distribution and on economic welfare, and also with the
effects on national policies designed explicitly to
influence trade and factor flows. In other words, it deals
chiefly with microeconomic issues and methods. The
second volume deals with the "monetary side" of the
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subject. It is concerned with the balance of payments
adjustment process under fixed exchange rates, with
exchange rate determination under flexible exchange
rates, and with the domestic ramifications of these
phenomena. Accordingly, it deals mainly with economic
issues, although microeconomic methods are frequently
utilized, especially in work on expectations, asset
markets, and exchange rate behavior. For more
information on the Handbooks in Economics series,
please see our home page on
http://www.elsevier.nl/locate/hes
Law can be viewed as a body of rules and legal
sanctions that channel behavior in socially desirable
directions — for example, by encouraging individuals to
take proper precautions to prevent accidents or by
discouraging competitors from colluding to raise prices.
The incentives created by the legal system are thus a
natural subject of study by economists. Moreover, given
the importance of law to the welfare of societies, the
economic analysis of law merits prominent treatment as
a subdiscipline of economics. Our hope is that this two
volume Handbook will foster the study of the legal
system by economists. *The two volumes form a
comprehensive and accessible survey of the current
state of the field. *Chapters prepared by leading
specialists of the area. *Summarizes received results as
well as new developments.
International trade has grown rapidly over the past half
century, accommodated by the transportation industry
through concomitant growth and technological change.
But while the connection between transport and trade
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flows is clear, the academic literature often looks at
these two issues separately. This Handbook is unique in
pulling together the key insights of each field while
highlighting what we know about their intersection and
ideas for future research in this relatively unexamined
but growing area of study.
This volume emphasizes the economic aspects of art and
culture, a relatively new field that poses inherent problems for
economics, with its quantitative concepts and tools. Building
bridges across disciplines such as management, art history,
art philosophy, sociology, and law, editors Victor Ginsburgh
and David Throsby assemble chapters that yield new
perspectives on the supply and demand for artistic services,
the contribution of the arts sector to the economy, and the
roles that public policies play. With its focus on culture rather
than the arts, Ginsburgh and Throsby bring new clarity and
definition to this rapidly growing area. Presents coherent
summaries of major research in art and culture, a field that is
inherently difficult to characterize with finance tools and
concepts Offers a rigorous description that avoids common
problems associated with art and culture scholarship Makes
details about the economics of art and culture accessible to
scholars in fields outside economics
"Gross stocks of foreign assets have increased rapidly
relative to national outputs since 1990, and the short-run
capital gains and losses on those assets can amount to
significant fractions of GDP. These fluctuations in asset
values render the national income and product account
measure of the current account balance increasingly
inadequate as a summary of the change in a country's net
foreign assets. Nonetheless, unusually large current account
imbalances, especially deficits, should remain high on
policymakers' list of concerns, even for the richer and less
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credit-constrained countries. Extreme imbalances signal the
need for large and perhaps abrupt real exchange rate
changes in the future, changes that might have undesired
political and financial consequences given the
incompleteness of domestic and international asset markets.
Furthermore, of the two sources of the change in net foreign
assets -- the current account and the capital gain on the net
foreign asset position -- the former is better understood and
more amenable to policy influence. Systematic government
attempts to manipulate international asset values in order to
change the net foreign asset position could have a
destabilizing effect on market expectations"--NBER website
The second volume of the Handbook of Defense Economics
addresses defense needs, practices, threats, and policies in
the modern era of globalization. This new era concerns the
enhanced cross-border flows of all kinds (e.g., capital and
labor flows, revolutionary rhetoric, guerrillas, and terrorists)
including the spillovers of benefits and costs associated with
public goods and transnational externalities (i.e.,
uncompensated interdependencies affecting two or more
nations). These ever-increasing flows mean that military
armaments and armies are less able to keep out security
threats. Thus, novel defense and security barriers are needed
to protect borders that are porous to terrorists, pollutants,
political upheavals, and conflicts. Even increased trade and
financial flows imply novel security challenges and defenses.
Globalization also underscores the importance of a new set of
institutions (e.g., the European Union and global governance
networks) and agents (e.g., nongovernmental organizations
and partnerships). This volume addresses the security
challenges in this age of globalization, where conflicts involve
novel tactics, new technologies, asymmetric warfare, different
venues, and frightening weapons. Volume 2 contains topics
not covered in volume 1 – i.e., civil wars, peacekeeping,
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economic sanctions, the econometrics of arms races,
conversion, peace economics, and the interface of trade,
peace, and democracy. Volume 2 also revisits topics from
volume 1, where there has been a significant advancement of
knowledge – i.e., conflict analysis, terrorism, arms races,
arms trade, military manpower, and arms industries. All of the
main securities concerns of today are analyzed. Chapters are
written by the leading contributors in the topic areas. *Up-todate surveys on the pressing defense issues: theoretical,
empirical and policy issues. *Coverage of theoretical and
empirical studies of terrorism. *Contributions by the leading
researchers in the field of defense economics.
As conceived by the founders of the Econometric Society,
econometrics is a field that uses economic theory and
statistical methods to address empirical problems in
economics. It is a tool for empirical discovery and policy
analysis. The chapters in this volume embody this vision and
either implement it directly or provide the tools for doing so.
This vision is not shared by those who view econometrics as
a branch of statistics rather than as a distinct field of
knowledge that designs methods of inference from data
based on models of human choice behavior and social
interactions. All of the essays in this volume and its
companion volume 6A offer guidance to the practitioner on
how to apply the methods they discuss to interpret economic
data. The authors of the chapters are all leading scholars in
the fields they survey and extend. Handbook of Econometrics
is now available online at ScienceDirect — full-text online from
volume 1 onwards. *Part of the renowned Handbooks in
Economics Series *Updates and expands the exisiting
Handbook of Econometrics volumes *An invaluable reference
written by some of the world's leading econometricians.
This book, which comprises eight chapters, presents a
comprehensive critical survey of the results and methods of
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laboratory experiments in economics. The first chapter
provides an introduction to experimental economics as a
whole, with the remaining chapters providing surveys by
leading practitioners in areas of economics that have seen a
concentration of experiments: public goods, coordination
problems, bargaining, industrial organization, asset markets,
auctions, and individual decision making. The work aims both
to help specialists set an agenda for future research and to
provide nonspecialists with a critical review of work completed
to date. Its focus is on elucidating the role of experimental
studies as a progressive research tool so that wherever
possible, emphasis is on series of experiments that build on
one another. The contributors to the volume--Colin Camerer,
Charles A. Holt, John H. Kagel, John O. Ledyard, Jack Ochs,
Alvin E. Roth, and Shyam Sunder--adopt a particular
methodological point of view: the way to learn how to design
and conduct experiments is to consider how good
experiments grow organically out of the issues and
hypotheses they are designed to investigate.
Handbook of the Economics of Population Aging synthesizes
the economic literature on aging and the subjects associated
with it, including social insurance and healthcare costs, both
of which are of interest to policymakers and academics.
These volumes, the first of a new subseries in the Handbooks
in Economics, describe and analyze scholarship created
since the inception of serious attention began in the late
1970s, including information from general economics
journals, from various field journals in economics, especially,
but not exclusively, those covering labor markets and human
resource issues, from interdisciplinary social science and life
science journals, and from papers by economists published in
journals associated with gerontology, history, sociology,
political science, and demography, amongst others. Dissolves
the barriers between policymakers and scholars by
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presenting comprehensive portraits of social and theoretical
issues Synthesizes valuable data on the topic from a variety
of journals dating back to the late 1970s in a convenient,
comprehensive resource Presents diverse perspectives on
subjects that can be closely associated with national and
regional concerns Offers comprehensive, critical reviews and
expositions of the essential aspects of the economics of
population aging
This title provides a comprehensive introduction to the key
issues in trade and liberalization of services. Providing a
useful overview of the players involved, the barriers to trade,
and case studies in a number of service industries, this is
ideal for policymakers and students interested in trade.
Covering over one-hundred topics on issues ranging from
Law and Neuroeconomics to European Union Law and
Economics to Feminist Theory and Law and Economics, The
Oxford Handbook of Law and Economics is the definitive
work in the field of law and economics. The book gathers
together scholars and experts in law and economics to create
the most inclusive and current work on law and economics.
Edited by Francisco Parisi, the Handbook looks at the origins
of the field of law and economics, tracks its progression and
increased importance to both law and economics, and looks
to the future of the field and its continued development by
examining a cornucopia of fields touched by work in law and
economics. The uniqueness of its breadth, depth, and
convenience make the volume essential to scholars,
students, and contributors in the field of law and economics.
Up-to-date surveys of all major research areas in international
trade and international finance are presented in this volume.
The chapters have a high standard of exposition, delivering
ideas at the forefront of the field in a clear readable fashion.
The volume has a good overall balance of theoretical and
empirical coverage. The trade side of the volume surveys
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theoretical work on trade based on scale economics and
imperfect competition, the relationship between trade and
technological progress, strategic trade policy, the political
economy of trade policy, and the rules and institutions of
international trade, as well as empirical work on trade
patterns, trade policies, and regional integration. The finance
side covers topics such as exchange rates, purchasing power
parity, the current account, the international transmission of
business cycles, foreign ending, international capital markets,
target zones and speculative attacks on fixed exchange rates,
and international economic policy coordination. For students
and researchers interested in understanding developments in
modern international economics, this book is an essential
reference
The Oxford Handbook of Health Economics provides an
accessible and authoritative guide to health economics,
intended for scholars and students in the field, as well as
those in adjacent disciplines including health policy and
clinical medicine. The chapters stress the direct impact of
health economics reasoning on policy and practice, offering
readers an introduction to the potential reach of the discipline.
Contributions come from internationally-recognized leaders in
health economics and reflect the worldwide reach of the
discipline. Authoritative, but non-technical, the chapters place
great emphasis on the connections between theory and
policy-making, and develop the contributions of health
economics to problems arising in a variety of institutional
contexts, from primary care to the operations of health
insurers. The volume addresses policy concerns relevant to
health systems in both developed and developing countries. It
takes a broad perspective, with relevance to systems with
single or multi-payer health insurance arrangements, and to
those relying predominantly on user charges; contributions
are also included that focus both on medical care and on nonPage 15/23
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medical factors that affect health. Each chapter provides a
succinct summary of the current state of economic thinking in
a given area, as well as the author's unique perspective on
issues that remain open to debate. The volume presents a
view of health economics as a vibrant and continually
advancing field, highlighting ongoing challenges and pointing
to new directions for further progress.
In the present text the author deals with both conventional
and new approaches to trade theory and policy, treating all
important research topics in international economics and
clarifying their mathematical intricacies. The textbook is
intended for undergraduates, graduates and researchers
alike. It addresses undergraduate students with extremely
clear language and illustrations, making even the most
complex trade models accessible. In the appendices,
graduate students and researchers will find self-contained
treatments in mathematical terms. The new edition has been
thoroughly revised and updated to reflect the latest research
on international trade.
Experimental methods in economics respond to
circumstances that are not completely dictated by accepted
theory or outstanding problems. While the field of economics
makes sharp distinctions and produces precise theory, the
work of experimental economics sometimes appear blurred
and may produce results that vary from strong support to little
or partial support of the relevant theory. At a recent
conference, a question was asked about where experimental
methods might be more useful than field methods. Although
many cannot be answered by experimental methods, there
are questions that can only be answered by experiments.
Much of the progress of experimental methods involves the
posing of old or new questions in a way that experimental
methods can be applied. The title of the book reflects the
spirit of adventure that experimentalists share and focuses on
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experiments in general rather than forcing an organization
into traditional categories that do not fit. The emphasis
reflects the fact that the results do not necessarily
demonstrate a consistent theme, but instead reflect bits and
pieces of progress as opportunities to pose questions
become recognized. This book is a result of an invitation sent
from the editors to a broad range of experimenters asking
them to write brief notes describing specific experimental
results. The challenge was to produce pictures and tables
that were self-contained so the reader could understand
quickly the essential nature of the experiments and the
results.
The Handbook on the Economics of Giving, Reciprocity and
Altruism provides a comprehensive set of reviews of literature
on the economics of nonmarket voluntary transfers. The
foundations of the field are reviewed first, with a sequence of
chapters that present the hard core of the theoretical and
empirical analyses of giving, reciprocity and altruism in
economics, examining their relations with the viewpoints of
moral philosophy, psychology, sociobiology, sociology and
economic anthropology. Secondly, a comprehensive set of
applications are considered of all the aspects of society
where nonmarket voluntary transfers are significant: family
and intergenerational transfers; charity and charitable
institutions; the nonprofit economy; interpersonal relations in
the workplace; the Welfare State; and international aid.
*Every volume contains contributions from leading
researchers *Each Handbook presents an accurate, selfcontained survey of a particular topic *The series provides
comprehensive and accessible surveys
More than any other area of regulation, antitrust economics
shapes law and policy in the United States, the Americas,
Europe, and Asia. In a number of different areas of antitrust,
advances in theory and empirical work have caused a
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fundamental reevaluation and shift of some of the
assumptions behind antitrust policy. This reevaluation has
profound implications for the future of the field. The Oxford
Handbook of International Antitrust Economics has collected
chapters from many of the leading figures in antitrust. In
doing so, this two volume Handbook provides an important
reference guide for scholars, teachers, and practitioners.
However, it is more than a merely reference guide. Rather, it
has a number of different goals. First, it takes stock of the
current state of scholarship across a number of different
antitrust topics. In doing so, it relies primarily upon the
economics scholarship. In some situations, though, there is
also coverage of legal scholarship, case law developments,
and legal policies. The second goal of the Handbook is to
provide some ideas about future directions of antitrust
scholarship and policy. Antitrust economics has evolved over
the last 60 years. It has both shaped policy and been shaped
by policy. The Oxford Handbook of International Antitrust
Economics will serve as a policy and research guide of next
steps to consider when shaping the future of the field of
antitrust.

The essays are concise, yet comprehensive, and
each essay contains a substantial set of references,
which an interested researcher or student could
follow up. . . In addition to representing
multidisciplinary interactions, this collection
encompasses several different perspectives within
development economics, so the reader can learn, for
example, both about neoclassical approaches and
dependency theories in the same volume. This
makes the collection unique and all the more
valuable. . . This is a very good reference collection,
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as the individual essays are informative and provide
a good overall perspective on the topic that they set
out to address. The extensive bibliography at the
end of each essay adds further value to this
collection. Ashwini Deshpande, Economic and
Political Weekly These new volumes impress along
two dimensions. First, they highlight important
connections between economic development and
variables such as culture, warfare, and ethnicity,
which are sometimes ignored by mainstream
economists. Second, they analyze the economic
development experience of different regions such as
Africa, Latin America, and East Asia. . . a valuable
reference for scholars and practitioners in the field.
Highly recommended. H.A. Faruq, Choice This twovolume original reference work provides a
comprehensive overview of development economics
and comprises contributions by some of the leading
scholars working in the field. Authors are drawn from
around the world and write on a wide range of topics.
After providing an introduction to the subject (by
examining issues like the meaning and
measurement of development, historical and
interdisciplinary approaches, empirical regularities
and data problems), the contributors provide a
wealth of perspectives on, and analyses of,
development economics. They discuss alternative
approaches to development, the macroeconomics of
growth, factors and sources of economic
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development (such as capital, labor,
entrepreneurship, resources and technology), major
sectors of concern (such as agriculture, industry,
services and the informal sector) and international
issues (such as trade, capital and labor flows and
technology transfers). Income distribution and
poverty, the state and other institutions, and actual
development experiences are explored. The
contributors provide analytical contributions, as well
as the relation between these contributions and real
world and policy issues from a variety of alternative
perspectives. Scholars, students, policymakers and
other development practitioners will all find this
comprehensive reference invaluable.
This handbook is a detailed exploration of the
theories, policies, and issues stemming from the field
of International Trade. Written by specialists in the
field, the chapters focus on four important areas:
factor proportions theory, trade policy, investment,
and new trade theory. The extensive analysis covers
such topics as the Heckscher-Ohlin Trade Model
and the Stolper-Samuelson Price Link, as well as
wages, antidumping, and political economics.
Explores the theories, policies and issues stemming
from the field of International Trade. Focuses on
factor proportions theory, trade policy, investment,
and new trade theory. Includes analyses of the
Heckscher-Ohlin Trade Model and the StolperSamuelson Price link.
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Paperback. Up-to-date surveys of all major research
areas in international trade and international finance
are presented in this volume. The chapters have a
high standard of exposition, delivering ideas at the
forefront of the field in a clear readable fashion. The
volume has a good overall balance of theoretical and
empirical coverage.The trade side of the volume
surveys theoretical work on trade based on scale
economics and imperfect competition, the
relationship between trade and technological
progress, strategic trade policy, the political
economy of trade policy, and the rules and
institutions of international trade, as well as empirical
work on trade patterns, trade policies, and regional
integration. The finance side covers topics such as
exchange rates, purchasing power parity, the current
account, the international transmission of business
cycles, foreign ending, international capital markets,
target zones and speculative attacks on fixed exc
Contributed articles.
What new theories, evidence, explanations, and
policies have shaped our studies of income
distribution in the 21st century? Editors Tony
Atkinson and Francois Bourguignon assemble the
expertise of leading authorities in this survey of
substantive issues. In two volumes they address
subjects that were not covered in Volume 1 (2000),
such as education, health and experimental
economics; and subjects that were covered but
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where there have been substantial new
developments, such as the historical study of income
inequality and globalization. Some chapters discuss
future growth areas, such as inheritance, the links
between inequality and macro-economics and
finance, and the distributional implications of climate
change. They also update empirical advances and
major changes in the policy environment. The
volumes define and organize key areas of income
distribution studies Contributors focus on identifying
newly developing questions and opportunities for
future research The authoritative articles emphasize
the ways that income mobility and inequality studies
have recently gained greater political significance
This reference accords recognition to the recent
revolution in macroeconomics wrought by imperfect
competition. Grossman and Rogoff (Princeton U.)
present chapters by two dozen contributors on two
prime areas of research interest: international trade
theory and policy (e.g. strategic trade patterns and
policies, the relationship between trade and
technological progress), and open economy
macroeconomics and international finance (covering
such topics as exchange rates, foreign lending, and
policy coordination). The volume commences with
Krugman's overview of the positive theory of
international trade, and concludes with analyses of
sovereign debt. Annotation copyrighted by Book
News, Inc., Portland, OR.
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